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Country Star Candle 

 

Supplies included in kit: 

- Paper plate 

- 2 ½ in. slice of star pool noodle 

- Battery tealight candle 

- Bristle brush 

- Popsicle stick 

- 1 ½ TB Elmer’s glue (condiment cup) 

- 1 ½ tsp instant coffee (Ziploc bag) 

- 1 ½ TB ground coffee (condiment cup) 

- ½ tsp cinnamon (paint pot) 

- 1 in. x 23 in. homespun fabric 

- 6 in. of narrow twine 

- U.S.A. tag 

- 2 pcs of floral wire/pip berries 

- Foam berries 

- Hot glue gun 

- Hot glue sticks 

Additional supplies you will need: 

- Scissors 

- Pencil or pen 

Prepared in advance: 

I sliced the star-shaped pool noodles with a serrated chef’s knife. I also made cuts into each 

point from the inside circle, deep enough to allow the candle to be pushed into the center. 

The top of the battery tealight candle has also been roughed up with sandpaper to help the 

coffee and glue mixture stick better. 

Directions: 

1. Check both sides of the star pool noodle for cuts radiating from the center circle. The 

side with cuts will be the top. 

2. Turn on your candle to make sure it works! Push it into the center of the star. 

3. Pour the cinnamon into the ground coffee (condiment cup). Stir using the popsicle stick. 

4. Pour the instant coffee (Ziploc bag) into the Elmer’s glue. Use the popsicle stick to mix 

them thoroughly. 
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5. Working over a paper plate, paint sections of the star with the coffee/glue mixture and 

sprinkle it with ground coffee and cinnamon. Cover the top of the candle along with the 

top and sides of the star. Do not coat the bottom. 

6. Dab on another layer of glue and sprinkle with more ground coffee and cinnamon. 

7. Wipe any glue and coffee off the candle flame. 

8. Set aside to dry overnight. 

 

9. Plug in the hot glue gun. 

10. Tie the strip of homespun fabric around the outside of the star. Dab hot glue in the 

indents of the star and press the fabric down so that it lies flat against the star. 

11. Cut out the U.S.A. tag. Thread the twine through the tag, and tie the twine into a loop. 

12. Slide the twine loop onto one of the ends of the homespun, and tie the homespun into a 

second knot. You should end up with a double knot, with the tag’s twine knotted inside. 

13. Wrap the sprigs of pip berries or floral wire around a pencil to make springs. 

14. Glue the red berries and wire springs at the top of the homespun knot. 

15. The candle can be turned on and off by reaching a finger into the hole of the pool 

noodle. 

16. Set out your Country Star Candle and celebrate this summer! 


